
 
Dear Stakeholder, 
 
Brent Decommissioning Studies / Project 
 
This communication presents some feedback to the stakeholder engagement event last 
September. 
 
The transcript of the Brent stakeholder dialogue events held last September was posted on our 
web site in late November. The transcript is by the facilitators, The Environment Council. 
 
We have analysed all stakeholders’ comments, ideas and issues as presented in the transcript and 
we are mindful of the issues you have raised in our thinking and on-going studies on the best 
options to decommission the various Brent facilities.  Thank you for your valuable and 
interesting input. 
 
The following were key issues we heard from the September dialogue event:  

• Comments on issues around when derogation may be acceptable  

• The importance of issues surrounding the sampling and remediation of the cell contents’  

• How important safety is  

• The energy balance/carbon footprint of possible different decommissioning activities  

• That re-use is preferable on paper at least, though in effect with installations of this type 
and age it remains a real technical and economic challenge  

• Legacy issues and liability/accountability being important and that longer term 
environmental monitoring needs to be addressed  

• The need for open reporting, (this is something that we share and I hope are addressing 
properly)  

• How to best get the most, yet balanced benefit from all the various inputs to 
decommissioning in terms of resources, technology and investment  

 
While the issues raised so far have also been on our radar, it is really useful to have your views 
expressed directly to us, and to understand what is of importance to you, which help shape our 
thinking in the way we move forward. 
 
Although at this stage we may not be able to address all the issues as we still study various 
technical options, we are happy to have further discussion on some of these topics either 
informally or in stakeholder events. For example the next dialogue events in April 2009 will 
include sessions on cell sampling and our thoughts on re-use ideas and issues. 
 
From the analysis of some 100 comments and points raised by stakeholders at the September 
events, many we have been able to group into various broad topics or themes. 
 
Enclosed is some feedback on themes from the gravity base structure discussions from the 
September 2008 events and also feedback on themes from previous cell sampling and re-use 
discussions. 
 
It is too early to give substantive feedback on all items. We plan to cover what we have not 
covered here as the project progresses, either at the next dialogue session or through other 
channels as our studies continue and options are developed. 
 



Please bear in mind that, as is the nature of this sort of project, there is a lot that remains 
unknown or uncertain at this stage. This means that as our work progresses the situation may 
change, and so this information in turn may change. But as a part of our stakeholder 
commitment we think it right to provide you with feedback where and when we can. 
 
If you wish to contact us further on these topics, or indeed on any issue, please feel free to 
contact me (Jim Niven) by phone (+44 (0)1224 88 1350) or by email via the “Contact Us” facility 
on the Brent Decommissioning Studies www site (www.shell.co.uk/brentdecomm ). 
 
Regards 

Jim Niven 
Stakeholder Manager  
 



Gravity Base Structures (GBS) structures - status 
 
Points raised by stakeholders included the following themes: 

• Structural integrity during refloat and tow 

• The location, energy balance and ultimate fate of onshore disposal of the GBS 

• Risks to divers during work for refloat option or cell remediation 

• The human safety risks and environmental impact of a GBS failure during refloat/tow 

• Waste management and disposal  

• Recycling options GBS and of materials 

• Costs of the various options 

• Any precedents arising from any of the options 

• Shipping hazards arising from various options (leave in situ or refloat/tow) 

• Long term fate studies, monitoring, liabilities etc. 
 

Possible removal, integrity and HSE challenges of the concrete GBSs are foremost in our studies 
and no decisions have yet been made as to which option may be preferred for decommissioning. 
We will be taking account of safety risks, technical challenges, societal and environmental 
impacts, and financial considerations. 
 
The GBSs in the Brent field were designed and constructed in the early 1970s. A significant 
amount of engineering progress has been made since then. However one of the difficulties faced 
by the decommissioning project is that it has to deal with what is already there – not what we 
could design today. 
 
Shell has commissioned numerous studies to evaluate the prospects of removing the GBS. These 
have included going back to the original designers of the structures and another engineering 
design specialist in this field. The output from these “feasibility studies” will be subject of a 
Comparative Assessment process taking account of safety, environmental, technical, societal and 
economic criteria.  
 
Solutions will be proposed to the UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) after 
we have completed studies and fully considered stakeholder input. We shall be following the 
DECC Decommissioning Guidelines and applicable legislation, as well as undertaking wider 
stakeholder engagement. 
 
As to potential derogation to leave in place, it is too early to say at this point. OSPAR Decision 
98/3 recognises the decommissioning of concrete installations is likely to present particular 
problems (DECC Guidelines: section 7.13, 7.14). We are at present studying options for GBS 
decommissioning and will evaluate the options using criteria specified in the DECC Guidelines. 
Decisions will be taken only after consultation with DECC and stakeholders on the resulting 
Decommissioning Programme and will follow the process outlined in the Guidelines. 
 
We shall continue to keep stakeholders informed as our studies progress to completion. 



Cell contents 
 
Points on cell sampling at stakeholder events included the following themes: 

• Nature /characterisation of cell contents 

• Cell pressure 

• Develop new technologies for sampling and remediation 

• Environmental impacts of cell failure e.g. during refloat or tow 

• Final disposal of cell contents 

• Safety to divers 

• Possible leaching and its effects  
 
Cell contents status 

 
Originally the GBS storage cells were used for storage of crude oil before it was exported from 
the platform. More recently they have been used for settling and separating the water that is 
mixed into the crude oil when it emerges from the wells.  Shell will be taking account of the 
safety risks, engineering challenges, and societal and environmental impacts to find a balanced 
solution to managing the contents of the cells.  This is the subject of ongoing studies.    
 
As explained in the workshops (in London and Aberdeen), whilst we have samples of mobile oil 
and water from the cells, no sampling of the cell bottom sediment on Brent D platform has yet 
been conducted as this is proving technically challenging. Our specialists have been working 
intensively on this issue, and our aim remains to try and get a sample - as long as this can be 
achieved safely in order to optimise the cell decommissioning strategy. 
 
We have recently reached the view that the technical and safety risks of attempting to obtain a 
sample by subsea intervention while the platform is still in production are disproportionate to 
likely results. We are therefore discussing an alternative option with various key stakeholders, 
including the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC), to postpone subsea sampling 
until after cessation of production.  
 
The requirement of the regulations can and will still be met in full. Postponing cell sampling via 
subsea access to the cell tops allows us to schedule the sampling activity to a time when the 
operation can be conducted more safely and with a greater chance of success. We are still looking 
at opportunistic sampling via internal pipework. 
 
As part of the decommissioning studies, a comprehensive environmental impact assessment is 
being carried out to model the likelihood and effect of potential leakage from the storage cells as 
a result of various decommissioning scenarios being adopted. We will be taking account of safety 
risks, technical challenges, societal and environmental impacts, and financial considerations. 
 
 The cell sampling approach will be further discussed at the workshops in April 2009 



Re-use options 
 
Points raised by stakeholders at the September 2008 events included the following themes: 

• Marine protection area, fish zones/engines 

• Marine or other research uses 

• Important to maintain possible re-use options in the future 

• Technology timescale vs. development of future re-use options vs. structure degradation 
 
Re-use options status 
 
Our studies of various End of Field Life (EoFL) options suggest to us that there are no 
economically viable alternative uses for the Brent facilities, and that when production ceases to 
be economically viable the facilities will need to be decommissioned. Nevertheless we remain 
willing to consider economically and technologically credible proposals. 
 
We have ruled out the following options based on early studies.  
 
CO2 storage does not make technical nor economic sense due to the design-life of 
infrastructure, the construction materials used (the investment required for new pipelines and 
wells for example), the remote location of the Brent Field and distance from CO2 supply.  
 
The current facilities on the Brent field have been assessed for their suitability for CO2 
storage/capture. We have concluded that the Brent facilities are not suitable for this type of 
service without significant/extensive modifications. This is based on their materials of 
construction and the fact that they have already exceeded their original design life requiring 
probably replacement of 90% of the facilities. Therefore, if this type of operation ever became 
feasible in the future, it would only make economic sense if developed via new green field 
facilities for this purpose.  
 
In addition capture and transport options for CO2 are unlikely to be determined for another few 
years making it uneconomic to maintain the platforms for that extended period. 
Decommissioning of Brent facilities does not prevent future opportunities for reuse of the Brent 
reservoir. 
  
Other uses: We have looked at a range of possible re-use options especially related to our 
business. For technical, economic and logistical reasons, none so far have shown potential to 
warrant further and more detailed study. It should be noted that re-use potential options will 
have to accommodate the expensive maintenance and operational costs of these large facilities 
offshore as well as the ongoing decommissioning liabilities. 
 
Some re-use ideas for Brent facilities considered so far: 
CO2 schemes 
Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) 
Tidal/wave power 
Wind power 
Research use 
Artificial reefs 

 

Re-use will be an agenda item discussed at the workshops in April 2009. 

 


